NSS Report on Tree Plantation in DIATM Campus
On 29th July, 2017, our college successfully
completed the event of Tree Plantation under
the National Service Scheme (NSS) at college
campus. Trees are the foremost source for
producing the oxygen in environment, they
helps to reduce the level of CO2. As we all
know that the whole world is facing the
problem of global warming and to recover
from such problem planting the trees is become
one of the most important aspects today.

The event was begun with the welcome speech
by the Principal, Prof. (Dr.) P.K Sinha sir. At
that time Principal advised the volunteers to
think differently for the society, to make
positive changes and to make improvement.

Dr. Amitava Sarkar, NSS officer orients the
NSS volunteers by notifying the importance of
NSS for them as well as society. He shared his
past experiences with volunteers that how he
got the success through NSS and what
difficulties he faced while performing his role
as Programme Officer. He said that “In society
all the human beings are comprise equal
importance, no matter with the Men or
Women.” He also said that the dedication is
must to accomplish the goals and dreams in
life. Dr. Projjwal Sarkar, HOD, Chemical
Engineering Department, also address the
volunteers and passed a message of kindness &
being helpful to the needy people.
After the inspirational words of NSS officer
and Principal, we all move towards the place
where tree plantation took place. A very first
tree plant by Mr. Amitava Sir in college
premises and then Principal Prof. (Dr.). P. K
Sinha also plants a tree. Total tree planted by
all others including teachers, volunteers and
other students was more than 15 on the day.
All were happy and experience proud after the
tree plantation event was finished, because it
really feels great to do positive for the nature

